

	



	
High speed free https web proxy




Well come to our free https web proxy, created for free https surf. This proxy is forbidden for bots or non human use.

SSL web proxy provide your traffic encryption, so very hard to sniff you data from local computer or network.

It is safe to use our anonymous https proxy, we do not save any your logins, passwords and other form data.

So you can use our free ssl web proxy for transfer sensitive data and browse sites that with/without https as https pages.

If your browser will use http referer - it will make online proxy surfing more correct, this proxy hiding real referer.
 
Put your url and click "START" or use fast access method "https://ssl-proxy.my-addr.com/YOUR_URL" for https surf.

We advice to use http proxy or http proxy with antivirus scan, it's cheap anonymouse private dedicated personal proxy.




		
	


Advanced settings
	 User-Agent:	

--real--
--do not use--
Explorer 8
Explorer 9
FireFox 48
Chrome 52
Opera
Safari
Google Bot


	
	
 Show navigation bar
      
 Clean cookies before start
      
 Turn off cookies
      
 Turn off scripts







	



	
My-Addr Project do not steal your accounts and do not store your data! Biggest part of other proxies doing it!

		SSL/HTTPS connection compatible
	Google/Yahoo/Bing search compatible
	Livejournal, Facebook mobile, Gmail basic

		Fast upload speed
	60 seconds timeout
	Full error output

		Free for use
	No daily limits
	No requests loggin


	My-Addr Project ssl online proxy service do not save any content, it is just trasfering data from requested site to customer,
so it is not phishing or copyright infringement. Pls note that our https web proxy do not giving guarantee that all ulrs will go through ssl.
Online proxy surf is legal and do not break any laws or rules.
Do not share your content in Internet if you want that customers do not see it through our ssl web proxy!

Make us know if something is broken or for contact us use email address help(*)my-addr.com.

	** all bots are fobidden and will be banned permanent






	


		Continue with My Personal Anonymous SSL	HTTP Proxy		HTTP Proxy with AntiVirus scan

















